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Chairman’s note
Welcome to the last Newsletter of 2015. I hope you have had an enjoyable
year of motorcycling.

Firstly, Congratulations to Stuart Poole who recently passed his National
Observer test. Stuart is a regular rider from Hereford and a member of the
Training Team. He has been part of the successful Ashes teams and has set
up the course for the last few years at the WHAM Slow Riding Day.

There are still a few places left for the Christmas Dinner, as I write this. Please see the payment
link on the website if you intend to come along. If you are not paying by PayPal please reserve
your place by contacting me on wham.worcester@gmail.com and let me know how you would
prefer to pay. If you are not in time to secure a place you will be put on a waiting list.
Many of the Committee will be wearing Black Tie – Please feel free to join us or come smart
casual.

Thank you for your replies regarding your dietary requirements. Your final choice will be made on
the evening but it is helpful to let Sylvia know any specific needs. Please see the menu on page 7.
Orders will be taken on the night.

Our AGM will be on the last Wednesday in January so please let me, or any member of the
Committee, know if you would be interested in being more involved in the club or would like to
organise an event; Cheers Richard Hewitt for planning a Go-kart Grand Prix for Jan/Fe 2016. Keep
an eye out on the website.

If you see Tony Davis on your travels please take the time to thank him for his efforts behind the
scenes to adapt our routes for winter and ensure we have google maps and handy hints to
minimise being Garmined – Thanks Tony!

I look forward to seeing many of you at the Christmas Dinner. If I don’t see you before the AGM I
wish you a very Happy Christmas and a safe and successful New Year. Thank You to everyone
who has attended, participated and helped at the many WHAM events this year - It’s been great
fun
Cheers!

Paul
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Congratulations
Daniel Coughlin - IAM Pass Matt Gorle - IAM Pass
Observer - Alex Hoyle                                                    Observer - Matt Dent

Michael Cumbes - IAM Pass Cameron Mowbray - IAM Pass
Observer - Ian Rivers                                                      Observer- Del Britton

                                         Cameron receiving his certificate from Del

From the web:
Uphill all the way!
URL:
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?tab=wm#i
nbox/1511bae5e1bc8582?projector=1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0V9GVXydp3c
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?tab=wm#inbox/1511bae5e1bc8582?projector=1
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?tab=wm#inbox/1511bae5e1bc8582?projector=1
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?tab=wm#inbox/1511bae5e1bc8582?projector=1
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?tab=wm#inbox/1511bae5e1bc8582?projector=1
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If you can think of a better caption - or have a photo for the magazine email:
whamnewsletter@gmail.com

The glasses are only to hide the fear!
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WHAM Speedway – Take 2
WHAM again took part in the Ride ‘n’ Slide experience day at Coventry on 11th September this
year.

Newbies Ken Anderson and Stuart Poole joined serial offenders Andrew Dodwell and Ed Price.

Ride ‘n’ Slide’s Russ
Paine demonstrates
what is required!
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Here are their views on the day:

Ken Anderson - It is all about the start - It’s just the rest that is a problem!

Andrew Dodwell
Another great day at
Brandon Stadium.  Good
instruction from top tutors,
the advice given was
again, just like last year,
helpful and sound.  I
thoroughly appreciated the
brilliantly organised
sessions of the morning
and afternoon. Thankfully
WHAM survived the day
intact but others were not
so lucky, I wish them a fast
recovery and a return to
fitness soon. Speedway is
the toughest of all the
motorcycle racing
disciplines so spills do go with the territory.  It is a wonderful motorsport and we can only look on
in admiration of the few who can race in that environment.
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Stuart Poole
I started the day in blissful ignorance - and ended the day realising how little I actually knew!

However the day was
excellent, the tuition first
class and the machinery
top notch. Everything was
provided and whilst I was
completely exhausted at
the end of it all I
thoroughly enjoyed the
experience. Whilst it is
clear that I am not about
to have a career change
to speedway I do believe
that I learnt a few skills to
carry through to everyday
riding - even if it is not to
panic when the back end
starts to slide.

Ed Price
In the words of someone far more famous than myself:
 “If in doubt - flat out” - Colin McRae
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Duck in Belgium

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
WORCESTER & HEREFORD ADVANCED

MOTORCYCLISTS
Wednesday 27th January 2016

The Group AGM will be held at the Falcon Hotel,
Bromyard Starting at 7.30PM

WHAM Christmas Dinner Menu 2015

Starter
Truffled mushroom soup with parmesan crumbs

Rabbit terrine with a pea shoot, toasted pumpkin seed and
fennel salad

Melons with air-cured Cumbrian ham and mango salsa
Chicken liver pate with red onion marmalade and oatcakes

Main Course
Roast turkey with herb stuffing and roast potatoes

Roast pork with fruit stuffing and apple sauce
Partridge with butternut squash, shallots and honeyed bacon

Mediterranean vegetable crumble with wilted spinach and
creamed potatoes

Dessert
Christmas pudding and brandy sauce

Raspberry and apricot eton mess with hazelnut macaroons
Chocolate and cherry sponge pudding with clotted cream

Selection of cheeses with celery, grapes and biscuits

Coffee
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       AGENDA
Annual General Meeting of Worcester and Hereford Advanced Motorcyclists.

Wednesday the 27th of January 2016

At the Falcon Hotel Bromyard Starting at 7.30PM

Item 1       Welcoming Remarks                    Paul Whitcombe

Item 2       Apologies                                  Alex Hoyle

Item 3       Approval of 2015 AGM minutes and
                 any matters arising from them.        Alex Hoyle

Item 4       Chairman’s Report                    Paul Whitcombe

Item 5       Treasurer’s Report                     Eric Reynolds

Item 6       Election of Committee Officers        Alex Hoyle

Item 7       Election of Committee Members         Secretary

Item 8       Presentation of Certificates          Chairman

Item 9       Programme for 2016                Chairman

Item 10     Any other business                     Secretary

Item 11     Date and time of next AGM 25/01/2017    Secretary

                    Annual General Meeting                 8
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Minutes of the
Annual General Meeting of Worcester and Hereford Advanced Motorcyclists.

Wednesday the 28th of January 2015

Prior to the commencement of the meeting pass certificates for ‘Skills for Life’ were presented to Mathew
Dent, Ian Craggs

Item 1 Welcoming Remarks Paul Whitcombe

The Chair opened the meeting stating it would be a short AGM followed by a presentation on the WHAM
Speedway Day.  The Chair expressed his thanks to the committee for their efforts over the last year. A
special mention of Tony Davis’s efforts was made, thanking for all the background work he does
particularly with the WHAM routes and the Newsletter. The Chair also thanked all those who had
supported the WHAM events.  A thank you was also expressed to Del Briton for his contribution to
maintaining quality with regard to training.  The Chair also reflected on the successful Christmas Dinner
held at the Falcon Hotel and thanked the WHAM members Phil and Ian,who entertained us with their great
musical performance.

Item 2 Apologies Alex Hoyle

Tony Davis, Will Hopkins, Laurence Arms, Simon Allen, Ant Clerici.

Item 3 Approval of 2014 AGM minutes and any matters arising from them. Alex Hoyle

Minutes of the previous meeting were circulated prior to the AGM. There were no matters arising. These
were agreed as an accurate and true record.
Proposed by: Roger Brooks
Seconded by: Ali Lewis
Followed by a unanimous yes vote.

Item 4 Chairman’s Report Paul Whitcombe

Item 4 was included in item 1 presented by the Chair

Item 5 Treasurer’s Report Eric Reynolds

Eric circulated copies of the accounts to members and invited questions. He was asked why we had a
greater balance in the accounts this year than in the previous year. Basically, there was an increase of
income and slightly less expenditure than the previous year. Fees income was higher, and  we also had a
grant Safety Road Scheme to boost income. Less was spent on the Rider Skills Day.

The club is looking to purchase additional radios and invest in more observer training.
Members were asked if they were happy to adopt the accounts.

Proposed by: Richard Hewitt
Seconded by: Ken Anderson
Followed by a unanimous yes vote.
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Item 6 Election of Committee Officers Alex Hoyle

There being no other proposals from the floor the three current group officers stood down and were then
elected on bloc.

Paul Whitcombe – Chairperson
Alex Hoyle – Secretary
Eric Reynolds – Treasurer

Proposed by: Del Briton
Seconded by: Sharon Palmer
Followed by a unanimous yes vote.

Item 7 Election of Committee Members Secretary

Vice Chairman – Roger Brooks
Newsletter – Stuart Poole
Editorial Assistant – Ali Lewis
Committee Member – Paul Gill
CEWW Region Rep- Ant Clerici
Associate Co-ordinators – Ken Anderson, Stewart Morehead

Proposed by: Denise Anderson
Seconded by: Gary Barnes
Followed by a unanimous yes vote.

The Chief Observer Delmore Britton is a committee appointment.

Item 8 Presentation of Certificates Chairman

This item opened the proceedings.

Item 9 Programme for 2015 Chairman

Members were advised to keep an eye on the website. Ali is organizing the Exmoor trip again this year.
There is a go-karting event organized for February.

Item 10 Any other business.

There was no other business raised.  Meeting closed at 7.55pm.

Item 11 Date and time of next AGM.
 27/01/2016  Recorded by Stewart Morehead.
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NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

WORCESTER & HEREFORD ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS

Wednesday 27th January 2016

The Group AGM will be held at the Falcon Hotel, Bromyard Starting at 7.30PM

The main purpose of the AGM is to review the events and finances of the past year and to elect the
committee for the coming year. All full members and associates are invited to attend but only paid-up full
members of the Institute and the Group may vote. (Those who have passed their Advanced Test)
Committee Changes
The current officers – Chairman, Secretary, & Treasurer must stand down but can offer themselves for re-
election. The current known intentions of the Committee are given below.
Officers

Chairman: Paul Whitcombe      Standing down/seeking re-election
Secretary: Alex Hoyle     Standing down/seeking re-election
Treasurer: Eric Reynolds Standing down/seeking re-election

Committee Members
Vice Chairman: Roger Brookes                                            Seeking re-election
Newsletter Editor: Stuart Poole     Seeking re-election
Newsletter Editorial Assistant: Ali Lewis                               Seeking re-election
Membership Secretary: Roger Brookes                               Seeking re-election
Webmaster: Tony Davis Seeking re-election
Routemaster: Tony Davis Seeking re-election
Region Rep: Ant Clerici       Seeking re-election
Associate Coordinator, Hereford: Stuart Morehead   Seeking re-election
Associate Coordinator, Worcester: Ken Anderson               Standing down
Committee Member: Paul Gill                                                Seeking election to
the role of Associate Coordinator: Worcester
Chief Observer: Delmore  Britton         Committee Appointment

Any fully paid up members of the IAM and of WHAM are free to apply for any of the above posts.
COMMITTEE NOMINATIONS
Any WHAM full member wishing to put themselves forward for any of the officer posts or the vacant committee posts should
complete the attached nomination form.

Voting will take place to fill the three officer posts and vacant Committee positions at the AGM. In the event of
2 or more nominations for a post, there will be a vote by show of hands on the evening.

Nomination forms are attached to this notice. Please remember, only fully paid up members of the Institute and the Group may
nominate or be nominated.

Please return nomination forms to any of the Officers/Committee Members as soon as possible or hand them into the Secretary at
the start of the Annual General Meeting.

All members are invited and indeed, encouraged to attend the A.G.M., not only to participate in voting in your committee, but
also to volunteer your ideas, express your views and discuss where/how you would like
the Group to progress.
ITEMS FOR AGM AGENDA
Any member can submit items for inclusion in the AGM Agenda. Items need to be submitted to the Secretary Alex Hoyle on
01885 400772 or E-mail whamgroupsecretary@gmail.com at least five days before the AGM.



Nomination Form

For the election of
Worcester & Hereford Advanced Motorcyclists Committee 2016

TO BE HANDED TO ANY OFFICER/COMMITTEE MEMBER OF WORCESTER &
HEREFORD ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS PRIOR TO THE AGM OR TO THE

SECRETARY ON THE EVENING OF THE AGM ON:
WEDNESDAY 27th JANUARY 2016 STARTING AT 7.30PM

I ………………………………………………………...……………

(Name in block capitals) wish to stand for election to the position of:

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Signature……………………………………………………….…. Date………………...

Proposed by: (Name in Capitals) ………………………..…………………….………….

Signature………………………………………………….....…… Date…………………

Seconded by: (Name in Capitals) …………………..……..………………………………

Signature………………………………………….………...…… Date……….…………

Nomination Accepted by.......................................................................................

In the event of 2 or more nominations for the same post, I agree to a vote by ballot on the night & will abide by the
majority decision.

Please note: You may not stand for the committee if the law debars you from being a charity trustee.

If you wish to volunteer for the committee but do not know someone who can nominate you or second your
nomination, please contact the Secretary, Alex Hoyle on 01885 400772 or E-mail whamgroupsecretary@gmail.com
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And the sun shone

Roadcrafty
Stayin alive!

Some thoughts on night riding

In common with just about every motorcycle
training organisation and motorcycle club
WHAM doesn’t do any training or organised
rides at night and so I’m guessing most of
our riding is in daylight hours.  The stalwarts
who bring their bikes to “Natter” throughout
the year, the motorcycle commuters, the
“Freewheeler” riders and maybe a few
others will all do some night-time riding so
how is it different?

The first and most obvious thing is we
cannot see as well.  To start with most
motorcycle lights tend more towards the
glow-worm than the arc-lamp and on top of
that as soon as we lean a bike in a corner
we are shown less of where we want to go and treated to views of the hedge we could end up in!
OK, if anyone’s ridden the K1600GT in the dark it is a huge leap forward but even it won’t nullify
all the risks of night riding.

Despite the fact that most motorcyclists tend to stay off their bike when it’s dark the accident
statistics show that the incident rate increases and resulting injuries become more severe.  So
what are the principal risks and, if we either choose to, or have to, ride at night what should we be
doing to control those risks?

There are some benefits of night riding, for example there are fewer vehicles on the road so it is
likely you will suffer less queuing at junctions and not have so much urban filtering to face.
Similarly where there is little street lighting you will have early warning of approaching traffic
thanks to its lights.  However it is not all to your advantage, here are some of the challenges and
pointers:

● Our vision is the primary sense for riding or driving but all humans are poorly adapted to
night vision – that’s why we use lights on vehicles.  Your bike will always be well-
maintained and fully functional so no need for me to labour the importance of lights, mirrors
and reflectors at night!

● In the animal kingdom our night vision is rubbish (ever seen a Badger with a torch?).  If
you have perfect sight you’re blessed, not many of us do.  Night riding (or driving) will find
any un-corrected weakness in your sight.  Do you find night riding or driving tiring? Do you
find yourself squinting or screwing up your eyes to see rather better?  Perhaps get a
headache?  If any of this sounds like you see a good optician, you need the best vision
you can get for night riding.
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Roadcrafty
Stayin alive!

· If your spectacles, lenses, visor or goggles are scratched you will suffer secondary glare
from oncoming vehicle lights and any road lighting.  This is at its worst in an urban situation
when there are lots of light sources and it is raining.  In extreme cases it can temporarily
blind the rider.  All optical surfaces should be in good condition, keep them clean and
scratch-free as far as possible.  Visor polish is excellent in shedding rainwater but as soon
as you start wiping your visor its effect is diminished.  Old-fashioned bees wax fills the
polishing micro-scratches very effectively and sheds water just as efficiently as modern
silicone-based visor polishes.

· Do I need to say anything about sunglasses or dark visors?  No, I thought not: Darwin
does sum it up quite neatly!

· At night contrast is generally low, as your sight deteriorates you will struggle more and
more to resolve the detail on the road in front of you.  When your sight is best adapted to
the low-light of the night is just the moment Mr Xenon-discharge Range-Rover (don’t they
always have double-barreled names?) appears to etch his headlamp pattern into your
retina.  Unfortunately for WHAM’s age profile it is the older riders who will take longest to
recover from the brilliant Mr Range-Rover.  Time to remember one of our golden rules: look
where you want to go – not at the headlights like the proverbial rabbit!  If you do look
where you want to go Mr Range-Rover’s lights assist by providing a little back-light
contrast around any road debris between you both.

● Speaking of rabbits, they and the rest of the
local wildlife become much more active at night
and most of them have colours which melt into
the background in daylight!  At night you won’t
see them until they’re very close!  Every
morning we see the night-time’s toll of road-kill,
clearly not everyone can avoid them so expect
such obstacles at night.  Wildlife and road-
surface defects are much more difficult to see
early enough to plan a smooth avoidance
manoeuvre if your speed is appropriate to day-
time lighting – so adjust your speed to keep your
margins.

· It gets colder at night!  Even in summer it gets colder at night.  Make sure you have
appropriate clothing to keep you warm and dry.  Any discomfort is a distraction, the more
you ride with it, the more distracting it becomes.   Appropriate, well-fitting kit, makes its
contribution to keeping you safe.  Heated clothing and/or hand-grips might be useful.
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Roadcrafty
Stayin alive!

● High-viz and/or reflective clothing is more important at night: generally it makes you more
conspicuous but it is particularly helpful in moving traffic where our single, generally lower-
power head and tail lamps may get lost amongst all the twin lights of 4-wheeled vehicles.

· Recognise that we humans are “hunter-gatherers” so we’re meant to be out gathering food
during the day and sleeping at night.  Whilst we can amend that pattern with some success
we are still not physiologically suited to the small hours.  If you choose to, or have to, ride
well into the night be aware your concentration will be prejudiced.  Short breaks to get
some movement and perhaps a caffeine shot or two will help but only in the short term;
don’t rely on it too often.

· A large meal before any ride is not a great idea as it predisposes us to “sleep it off”.  If you
need to eat light snacks are preferred.  More important is hydration – the first effects of
dehydration are reduced concentration and fatigue!  Water is best; I know you won’t be
drinking alcohol but it and caffeine products dehydrate us.  Don’t be tempted to skip the
drink to avoid the toilet break.

· Signals work don’t they?  A qualified yes: you’ll see trafficators, you’ll hear any audible
warnings, but, for example, the subtle cues you might pick up in daylight hours from a
drivers head movement will not be available at night.  Likewise if you were to use arm-
signals at night don’t count on other traffic correctly interpreting your intention.  Unofficial
road signs are rarely illuminated (mud-on-road, that sort of thing!).

· In queues maintain your longitudinal space for an escape route.  Keep an eye on following
traffic in case they don’t see you.  Don’t be afraid to show your brake-light when you see
following traffic come into view.

· We position on the strict priority of Safety,
Stability, View (SSV) but mostly we talk of
positioning for view.  At night think before
adopting the default position for view – can you
get an advantage in view given that it’s dark?
Also, how does “position 3” near the centre-line
affect your safety at night?  If you’re the only
traffic it’s probably OK but if you find yourself in
a stream of traffic your single headlight is just
where a four-wheeler’s offside headlamp would
be – don’t melt into that other traffic too much!
In particular avoid leaving an inviting, just-big-
enough, gap in front if you are in position 3 and
“cloaked” by four-wheeler lights: for impatient
joining traffic it is just too good a recipe for a SMIDSY!

· Review the Highway Code and/or the Know Your Road Signs booklet to make sure you
know all the carriageway markings which can warn you of hazards, slip road entry/exit
points or simply mark out which way the road goes!
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 It went that-a-way!

 Matthew Dent & Chris Lawton -
Smith wonder what they have got
themselves in to!

Using the throttle!

Open the throttle:

·   To increase road speed.
·   To maintain road speed, for example when cornering

or going uphill
(referred to as ‘positive throttle’).

If you are in the correct gear for your road speed, opening the throttle will give you a responsive
increase in bike speed. If you are in too high a gear, the engine will respond sluggishly because it
is being asked to work outside its power-band. Changing to a lower gear allows the engine to
work in its power-band and so makes for a more responsive machine.

If you close the throttle, you get the opposite effect – deceleration. The engine speed slows down
and cylinder compression slows the machine down. The lower the gear, the greater the slowing
effect of the engine, or engine braking.

Acceleration and the machine balance

Acceleration alters the distribution of weight between the wheels of the bike. When a machine
accelerates, the weight lifts from the front and pushes down on the back wheel, increasing the
load on the rear tyre. During deceleration, the opposite happens, increasing the load on the front
tyre.

Load increasing Load increasing

During deceleration

load on the rear tyres reduces

load on the front tyres increases

During acceleration

load on the rear tyre increases

load on the front tyre reduces
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Develop your competence at using the throttle

How you use your throttle affects your own and others’
safety. Motorcycles are very responsive to use of the throttle
during acceleration and deceleration. Sudden sharp use of
the throttle reduces tyre grip and jeopardise stability and
control, especially when cornering. It could lift the front
wheel of the bike or cause the rear wheel to spin.

Jerky use of the throttle is uncomfortable, put unnecessary strains on the machine, reduces tyre
grip and increases fuel consumption. Develop smooth control of the throttle: use gentle,
progressive and accurate movements to open or close.

Acceleration capability varies widely between machines and depends on the fuel or power
source, the engine output, its efficiency, the power-to-weight ratio and its load. Take time to get to
know the acceleration capability of any machine you ride. The safety of many manoeuvres,
particularly overtaking, depends on judging it well. Remember the faster you go the further you
will travel before you can react to a hazard. It will take you longer to stop and, if you collide, the
results of the impact will be worse.

Acceleration sense

Acceleration sense is the ability to vary machine speed and response to the
changing road and traffic conditions by accurate use of the throttle, so that you use

the brakes less or not at all.

You need acceleration sense in every riding situation: moving off, overtaking, complying with the
speed limits, following other traffic and negotiating hazards. Acceleration sense requires
observation, anticipation, judgement of speed and distance, riding experience and knowledge of
the machines capabilities

When you come up behind another vehicle, how often do you need to brake to
match the speed of the other driver in front?. If you answer is ‘always’ or ‘nearly
always’, work at developing your acceleration sense.

Ride along a regular route using acceleration sense rather than braking. Notice how
it improves your anticipation and increases the smoothness of the ride.
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Using the throttle on bends

To get the best stability while cornering, you need to keep
your speed constant. Do this by gently opening the throttle
enough to compensate for the speed lost due to corning
forces. Your aim is to maintain constant speed, not to
increase it. Practice will help you judge how much to open
the throttle for a steady speed.

Maintain a positive throttle (use the throttle to maintain a constant speed) through a
bend. A constant speed keeps your weight evenly distributed front and rear, and

ensures maximum tyre grip

If you accelerate to increase road speed and alter direction at the same time, there may not be
enough grip available and you may lose steering control. When you need to steer and increase
speed together, use the throttle sensitively and smoothly. Take extra care when accelerating in
slippery conditions. If you misjudge it, you may experience loss of traction and control.

Del B
CO
WHAM
(utube site ‘del b WHAM’)
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